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Eric Morse 17JAN Powder Day Kitewing 7.0 New Hampshire USA. Eric puts more
time under a wing than most folks. In fact over two thousand miles consecutive
sailing seasons. New Hampshire is one of the ultimate big lake touring experiences.
Where Squambats raise the bar.

Eric Morse on High Aspect Wings
This winter in New Hampshire we enjoyed good
lake ice with little snow cover, and I had many
opportunities to sail the high aspect Kitewings in
great wind conditions. I sailed the 4.6 Kitewing
on 10 days and travelled 490 miles, the 6.0 Pro
on 3 days for 230 miles and the 3.0 on two very
high wind days for 110 miles. Two of the 6.0 Pro
days were century tours, covering over 100 miles
in a day.
The high aspect wings are very efficient with
more lift and reduced drag compared to traditional wing designs. These wings sail through lulls
on apparent wind, letting you tour behind islands
where the wind is very light. The 4.6 Kitewing is
my new favorite wing as it is very fast in 15-30
mph wind and also tacks very well when close
hauled. On many occasions while sailing the 4.6
I have walked away from sailors on the 5.5, both
upwind and down.

On March 7, I sailed the 4.6 on Lake Winnipesaukee with Rudy Meyer on a 5.5, touring from
Ellacoya State Park to Wolfeboro and Alton Bay,
around Rattlesnake, Diamond, and Welch Islands
and into Gilford Bay for a total of 54.8 miles. My
average speed for the 2-hour tour was 25.8 mph
with winds of 15-30 mph while my maximum
speed on a broad reach was 45.4 mph. This was
by far my highest average speed recorded in the
past three seasons and the high aspect wings are
consistently hitting average speeds of 20+ mph.
Squam Lake is located very close to mountains
and Northwest wind brings extremely gusty wind.
The high aspect wings are not super stable in
shifty wind, and the wings occasionally drop a
wing tip on the ice. Most of the time you can
steer the wing out of a dive. The stiff carbon front
tubes make the wings much more stable and a
tight reflex lacing makes the wing want to fly up in
turbulent wind conditions. This is the reason why
I use the high aspect wings on ice-covered lakes,
preferring the 5.5 and 7.0 Kitewings or a snowkite
on deeper snow conditions.

Steve Barss Kitewing 4.6 Dacron
New Hampshire USA

Strava for Kitewing
By Eric Morse

You can take a photo of your activity and add it
Are you interested in logging your kitewing activ- to your feed, so your followers get a Strava pic to
ities with GPS and seeing your tracks? Strava
go along with your GPS track. The track displays
is a great free phone app for logging all kinds of where you travelled during the activity and you can
exercise and sharing your activities with friends, look close at the shapes to see if the turns were
because it is also a social media platform. Once gybes or tacks, with gybes having a wider arc. On
you have downloaded the app to your phone,
February 28th we sailed in west wind on 3.0 and
simply press Record and Start. You can also
4.0 wings on Lake Winnipesaukee from Wolfeboro
synch dedicated GPS devices with your phone
to Center Harbor and back, which the ice boaters
so that activities will be uploaded to Strava. I use call Winnipesaukee The Hardway. We completed
a Garmin watch for kite and wing sailing as well the 66 mile tour in 2:44 with an average speed of
as summer biking and that saves my phone bat- 24.2 mph.
tery for photos and in case of emergency phone
calls.
You can also challenge yourself to travel a longer
distance: 50, 75, 100 miles in a day or 1,000, miles
Strava let’s you pick the sport, but does not offer in a season. I just hit 2,000 miles for the second
Kitewing as an option, so you can choose from
consecutive year, although this year 772 miles was
Backcountry or Alpine Skiing, Ice Skating, Kitesailed with a foil kite. Brag about your maximum
surf Session, or something else. Each sport
speed, mine is 58.2 mph but I melted a good pair
offers different parameters, with Kitesurf tracking of skis doing it. Go for the highest average moving
in knots and skiing keeping track of elevation
speed, anything over 20 mph is good. I have only
gain. I often choose Ice Skating because I pregone over an average speed of 25 mph once and
fer to track miles, am not interested in elevation
it was in big wind, fast ice with a 4.6 Kitewing.
of the lake ice and it displays the statistics that I
am interested in: total distance, average speed,
maximum speed and moving time.

Checking the Ice/Safety
Go to Lake Ice and read.
http://lakeice.squarespace.com
I use a light axe with inches marked off from the axe head.
The calibrated axe can be drawn up against the bottom of the ice through a hole to measure the
thickness of the ice. With inches marked there is no debate as regards to ice thickness.
I can chop blocks from the ice and measure them. It is easier to appreciate the freeze and thaw history of new ice by observing a block on edge with the sun shining through it.
As the sun thaws thin ice, it can cause air bubbles to form within the ice. The clear ice from a subsequent freeze cycle defines an additional layer. Re freezing preserves the strata and visual record.
The back of the axe head can be used to bludgeon the ice. How the ice cracks tells you a lot. You can
skate slowly and bash the ice as you go to find the edge of thin ice.
I leave the chopped bocks vertical in the ice so I can come back later and verify temperature history
or solar gain affects. It is easier to observe the ice blocks when they are delicately displayed so the
light can shine through.
Blocks of ice set vertical can be used to mark thin ice or hazards. Some folks back East stick branches of evergreen in the ice to mark hazards. Axes make that practice easier.
I dont think that the axe is the only way. It is my way. I dont like poles or poke sticks or chisels. Long
sturdy poles do not pack well in a small day pack. Poking holes does not make it easy to observe the
ice composition the same way a block of ice chopped from the surface does.
Checking the ice from a high speed ice boat is not recommended. Presuming that ice conditions are
homogenous is a serious mistake. The best way to check a larger sheet of ice is to skate on it with an
open eye after you have verified the ice is strong enough forf cautious skating. Even wing sailors who
enjoy unparalleled visibility and control should avoid sailing too fast until the ice has been checked by
a skater.
The bottom line: the ice needs to be strong enough with a safety factor. If it is cracking due to your
load, the ice is warning you to get off now and come back later. Gaging the strength of ice by how
thick it is can be misleading. Ice strength is variable dependent on temperature and ice composition.
Checking the ice demands experience and familiarity of typical ice conditions.
Spring holes and gas holes are similar in that they both involve a water current focused up against
the colder ice sheet. Bubbles can keep the water from freezing even in the coldest arctic temperatures. Springs upwelling in shallow ponds create open holes in thin ice sheets. Rain affecting the

water table can force ground water to a cold water body inducing turn over as well as re invigorating
springs. Early season holes often signal a wider thin ice sheet around the hole.
Gas holes are nasty traps. Bubbles frozen within the ice can insulate and slow the freeze process.
Shell ice over trapped gas bubbles is often very thin and will not support much weight. Bubble matrix
frozen within the ice sheet can thaw quickly. Frozen bubbles are not thick ice.
Gas holes and spring holes can be persistent. Early season hazards which healed up in seasonal
cold can be exposed by significant thaws.
Snow can disguise the ice as well as insulate the ice. Drifting snow can be trapped by the moist edges of holes thereby creating a drift which further insulates a hole from the freeze
process.
Snow drifts often hide weak ice. The snow insulates a hole keeping it from freezing. Late season ice
often includes slush holes or traps created by vestigial snow drifts. A snow drift has morphed from an
obvious drift to not so obvious weak ice full of trapped air.
Snow can load up thin ice sheets and submerge them. The slush can freeze to create a thick sheet
of ice very quickly. However snow ice is not as strong as clear black ice due to the trapped air and
crystal structure relative to clear black ice.
I like to avoid snow ice under 4 inches thick especially as temps rise above freezing.
Black Ice is the stuff we dream of. We all want to skate on clear black ice sheets to view the bottom
flashing by, skate on the reflection of the clouds, dreamy daze. The caveat: thin black ice can be
treacherous. It is possible to glide a long way on thin black ice before you fall in. Black ice is hard to
read. Visual clues as regards to ice strength are subtle.
Self rescue can be exhausting if you have to claw your way through thin black ice sheets which impede progress. I like to wait for the black ice to be around 2 inches thick below freezing before I go
skating. I know that I can self rescue from strong black ice which is significantly thin, perhaps 1 3/8
inches thick.
Black ice can be weakened by a thaw cycle. Air bubbles created during a thaw will remain trapped
within the ice even after the ice re freezes.
It is often the case here in Kodiak to find black ice which is over two inches thick weakened by thaw
cycles and tempurature swings. The same ice well below freezing may be strong enough. At 35
degrees F the two inch sheet will become weakened quickly. A two inch black ice sheet created by
temps which remain below freezing, without thaw cycles, does not behave the same way.
Any ice strength is obviously affected by temperature. Often in the early season we are tempted to
venture on thinner black ice sheets as temps rise above freezing. Venturing on to thin ice is purely
reflexive; you are suffering from ice deprivation, a long summer, perhaps ice rapture, or denial. We all
know what they say about thin ice. Beware of ice which starts to show significant signs of thaw. Your
skates carve up mush instead of shavings. The ice starts to crack and shift under your load. Shooting
cracks or zipper cracks are typical warning signs.
When the ice is warning you by cracking or by triggering instinctive uneasy thoughts, TURN AROUND

AND GET OFF THE WAY YOU CAME. If you doubt the ice, it is very logical to conclude that by getting off the ice to play another day you will not be trapped by the ice today.
Pressure Ridges/Cracks form as the ice sheets thicken and react to expansion and contraction. Often thin ice can be found where the pressure ridges open thick ice sheets. Ice can bridge when forced
up away from the support of the water. Be careful with pressure ridges. Ice sheets which submerge
can make ramps to the water. Ice bridges can be thin and weak. Broken ice is not able to support you
the same way a larger sheet will.
Glaciers: Folks who have recently discovered the glacial lakes, remember that the glacier can still
displace large heavy chunks of ice. Skating too close to a glacier involves some risk. Tempurature
swings and weather history are important. A glacier can disrupt the ice for a long way.
Shorelines can have thin ice where solar gain keeps the ice from freezing. South facing shorelines
are the usual culprits.
As the ice sheet surges due to wind loads, water around the edge of an ice sheet can be moving
enough between the ice and the shoreline to keep it from freezing.
If there has been heavy rain, the ice sheet in the pond or lake will rise up with the water level, the ice
along the shore may be submerged, often cracking about 6 to 10 feet away from the shore. As the
water recedes the cracked ice along the shore can bridge the water beneath when is supported by
the shoreline above the water. Shorelines are more dynamic.
Shorelines are typical places to find weak ice.
Drain Holes form after significant thaw or rain. Water runs over the surface of hard ice seeking a way
underneath. Cracks and small holes through the ice can be expanded by warm running water. Drain
holes often exhibit signs of significant run off. Eroded canyons in the ice are typical.
Layered Ice: Ice sheets can be composed of slush, or water trapped between layers of snow ice
and black ice. The ice is only as strong as the strongest layer. Be careful to verify all the ice in an ice
sheet. Be aware of temperature changes while you are on the ice. In the spring an ice sheet may
seem strong enough because a night below freezing has set up the surface. As temps rise above
freezing in the warm spring sun the stronger ice on the surface melts away to expose weak ice gone
to candles beneath.
Ice which cracks due to your load is obvious. Radiating cracks or shooting cracks from you are typical. Zipper cracks are typical. It is logical; get off ice which is warning you that support is marginal.
On the other hand, as temps start to plummet at the end of the day, or as the sun starts to warm up
a cold ice sheet, thick and stable ice sheets can stress relieve by cracking. Cracks are created by
compression as well as tension within the ice sheet. The ice can sing a song. The rolling ponging and
pinging of happy ice is a winter treat.
Ice gone to needles or candles: After a significant thaw, the ice will break down as it thaws around
the grain structure. Tight grained ice can exhibit a needle or candle formation. Even ice which is
quite thick, over a foot, can be thawed to needles. An axe is a nice tool for chopping test holes in the
ice which do not penetrate completely through the ice sheet. Chop a hole to see if water comes up
through the ice. Observe if there is free surface water trapped within the ice structure. If so, it is time

to get off the ice. In the spring it is quite common for the surface of the ice to set up enough that it
seems strong. Rising temps can quickly thaw the surface layer to leave you stranded in slush far from
shore. If the ice starts to feel like a frozen trampoline when you bounce on it, it is time to get off
quickly.
Ice strength varies relative to temperature, composition, and clarity. Relative to snow ice which is full
of air bubbles, clear black ice is very strong. At the end of the day, if it is not strong enough to support
you safely, the composition and temperature of the ice will be moot. Learn to recognize ice condition
by experience.
Go to Lake Ice and read up.
http://lakeice.squarespace.com

Minimum gear should include picks, a
throw line, warm cloths in a dry bag.
Picks: Picks should be store bought.
they will work better and cost less than
the ones you make. Picks need to float,
they need to include a whistle as well as
a lanyard to keep the picks secure and
snug under your collar where you can
find them outside your clothing when you
need them. Picks worn loosely around
your neck can flip behind your head.
Picks in a pocket are useless.
Throw lines need to be accessable. If
you have to dig in your pack or spend
too much time rigging your line you will
waste precious time. The quicker you
get out of the water, the quicker you
get some one else out of the water, the
easier it is to warm back up. I use a
reel which is loaded with 2mm spectra.
I can carry it in my pocket. I can deploy
it quickly and accurately. The reel floats
and it self cams to the line to create a
hasty sling.
Spare clothes and a dry bag are nice.

Callibrated Axe
The axe has been marked with a ruler.
The zero is tangent to the corner of the
axe which would abut to the surface of the
ice if the axe is drawn up through a hole.

The block of ice shows two distinct layers of snow ice and old black ice. Within the black ice there are
three boundaries which define separate thaw cycles. The ice is about four inches thick but it is not
strong ice. This ice should be avoided as temps rise above freezing. This ice is not as strong as clear
black ice the same thickness.

Zipper Cracks
These two photos illustrate a before and
after scenario. The unfortunate skater
was a friend of mine. Jory ignored obvious zipper cracking. Eventually he went
through ice about 1.25 inches thick. He
was lucky to self rescue. I was able to
document the scene a day later after
the ice was thicker and stronger. Zipper
cracks are cracks which shoot from under
your feet due to the flexing of ice which
is marginally strong enough. They are an
obvious warning sign. The ice shown here
was exceptionally strong new black ice
which was formed by temps in the teens
and super cooled water during the cold
calm after a hard blow.

Spring Hole
A spring hole in a shallow Alaskan lake.
When I took the photo I was able to watch
the current cause the weed to waver and
dance. This is relatively common to find
in shallow bogs. Even though the water is
not deep, it is still possible to be trapped
in the muck unable to self rescue. Picks
are always mandatory when ever you are
on any ice.

Gas Hole
Here is a gas hole disguised by light snow which dusted wet ice and froze. The thin ice is about .125
inches thick. I was able to break the thin ice to observe the water. The ice up to the hole is strong
black ice about four inches thick. Snow is also a great insulater. Now imagine finding this hazard at
high speed.

Gas hole with a rime of blown snow caught by the water after a thaw during the new
freeze cycle. Now the hole is transforming to a snow drift which will disguise and insulate the thin shell ice over the gas bubble in the middle of the picture. Buskin Lake,
Kodiak, AK

Slush hole in relatively strong
spring ice. Likely created by a
vestigial snow drift. Lake Megunticook, Camden, ME

More about Picks
Picks should be worn outside clothing. Picks should be snugged up tight under the collar. Picks
worn loose can fling or float behind your neck where you will not be able find them when you are surprised and scared. Picks are attached by a safety string, they include a whistle. The whistle is used to
attract attention as well as to warn of danger. Picks in a pocket are useless. Do not remove the safety
string; picks which can float away are useless.
Commercially available picks cost less than 30 USD. You will not be able to build your own any better
or cheaper. Nails and screw drivers sink. Home brewed picks are better than none at all.
Practice with your picks before you have to use them for real.
When the time comes: Turn around and go back the way you came. Logic dictates that the last known
strong ice is the ice you were on before it failed. Swim out of the water and pick your way by pulling, not pushing down, on the ice. You swim to stronger ice by staying horizontal. You roll or slither
to distribute weight. Attempting to lever yourself out of a hole while your legs are pointed at Davy
Jones locker will be hard. REMEMBER TO GO BACK, TO TURN AROUND. Be quick. The faster you
get out, the less you cool off. It takes a long time to get hypothermia, on the other hand, it is easy to
drown when your body shuts down extremities to preserve core temps. It gets harder to get out of the
icy trap the longer you remain in it.

More about Throw Lines
Throw lines. Carry one for your partner or give yours to the other person so they may save you. Everyone should have a throw line.
The light weight reel with Spectra line is plenty strong enough. The reel fits in my pocket where it will
not freeze, where I can carry it easily. The reel is easy to roll as well. It deploys more accurately than
a bag. The reel self cams to its line which makes it easy for anyone.
Commercially available throw bags can be bulky and if they are carried outside a pack, they can
freeze. It is tough to throw a wad of frozen rope. Throw bags get left in the car because they take up
too much space.
Keep the line in front of you. Do not loop the bitter end of a rescue line to your wrist; you do not
want to be dragged off your feet in to the water as well. A carabiner and an ice screw are recommended.
Back away. Tow the person at the other end on to stronger ice. You will not cut the line with your
blades if it remains in front of you. You will not be tripped by a line behind you which loads suddenly.
You are more powerful braced off your knees backing up to safe ice.
Practice can be fun.

Minimum gear includes a throw reel, picks and a pack bouyed by a water tight stuff sack with warm
clothes. Skates are heavy. Stuff sack inflated with clothes is a nice floatation device. Warm clothes
are nice after you get out. I also carry a short ice screw with a carabiner.

Accessories
Accessories you should consider include a helmet and pads. Wing sailors should always wear
a helmet.
Most head injuries can be avoided if a helmet is
worn. Skaters fall down awkwardly, folks slip on
the ice suddenly.
Helmets are warm and they float.

Protocols
You should communicate with the other members of your party. Stay within hailing distance or have
a plan to check in by cell phone or radio or by rally point. Stopping at rally points or sailing close to a
rally point while you wait for your party is a good practice. Everyone can participate to agree on the
next rally point or destination. Stopping to chat with folks is a good way to assess moral.
Stick together. When parties on the ice split up it is less likely they can support each other. Have a
plan. Disscuss your plan for self rescue. Review who has what gear. When touring it is best to sail
from rally point to rally point so that the slower sailors can keep up with the faster sailors.
Be responsible for anyone who uses your pit area because they see you on the ice. Take the time to
share ice conditions and knowlege. Be aware of what other folks are doing even if they are not in your
party. Stay aware.
Cell phones and radios are nice devices. They do not work well in the water. Do not assume you will
be able to call for help. You need to plan ahead and be prepared to self rescue and rescue. Keep
your group together at the speed and comfort level of the slowest sailor.
Most problems on the ice are a direct consequence of poor decision making. Folks ignore ice
conditions. Failure to check the ice, failure to plan ahead and communicate, failure to carry basic
safety gear, acting indipendantly can all contribute to a bad day and make it worse. All the accidents I
can recall on the ice were direct results of a bad decision.
All the best
Dicky Saltonstall
29OCT20 Kodiak AK USA

